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Figure 3 is an elevational view looking toward
the back of the support.
Figure 4 is a plan view taken on line 4-4 of
Figure 2 showing the spring socket at the lower
end of the bracket for gripping the shank of a
son to retain the Support in an upright posi

This invention relates to devices for Supporting

display cards such as price tags and name cards
from trays, counters and the like, and in particu
lar a card holding device supporting by a Spring 5
loop on the lower end in which the loop is
snapped over the head of a rivet, button, or simi
O.
lar device extended upwardly from the base of a
Figure 5 is a cross Section taken on line 5-5 of
tray or the like.
Figure 2 showing the clamping elements in the
The purpose of this invention is to provide a 0 upper
part of the support.
price card displaying support in which cards may
6 is a detail showing a section taken on
be removed and replaced and in which the Sup lineFigure
of Figure 4 illustrating the side mem
port is readily removable from a retaining ele bers 8-6
of
the
Spring Socket and showing the mem
ment in a tray or the like.
bers in gripping relation with a shank of the
Various supporting devices have been provided 5 button.
s
for displaying cards such as name and price cards,
Figure
7
is
a
View
similar
to
that
shown
in
however, in the conventional type of display de ure 6 illustrating a modification wherein the Fig
but
vice the card holder is supported by Sticking a
is Secured to the base of a tray with a screw.
point into a product or by attaching a clip to the tonFigure
a detail also similar to that shown
edge of a tray or by using a self supporting stand in Figure8 6is illustrating
a further modification
and devices of this type do not remain per
manently in position. With this thought in mind wherein the button is secured to the base of a
tray With a bolt.
this invention contemplates a support for a dis
Figure 9 is a detail showing another modifica
play card wherein a retaining element for hold tion.
Wherein the button is provided with an elon
ing the support in position is permanently 25
mounted in the base of a tray or holding element gated head.
Figure 10 is a cross section taken on line f - 0
whereby the display or price cards are conven
iently displayed even though substantially all of of Figure 9 showing a section through the head
the button.
the products with which the card is associated are of Figure
i1 is a detail looking toward the back of
removed.
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Support showing a modification wherein a
The object of this invention is, therefore, to the
provide means for forming a price card Support price tag is held by a clip on a plate or slider base.
Figure 12 is a vertical section through the
ing member whereby cards are readily removed
from and replaced in the member and whereby upper part of the Support illustrating another
modification, wherein a thumb nut for clamping
the member is readily removed from a retaining
element of a tray and also readily replaced on Said the card holding elements in position is threaded
On a stud extended through the elements.
element.
Figure 13 is a section taken on line 3-3 of
Another object of the invention is to provide a
price card support which is readily adjustable Figure 12 showing the slot in which the head of
to cards of different sizes.

A further object of the invention is to provide
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the stud shown in Figure 12 is positioned.

Figure 4 is an elevational view looking toward

the outer end or head of the stud shown in Fig

a price card support which is of a simple and

ure 12.
economical construction.
Figure 15 is a detail showing a stud used in the
With these and other objects and advantages
in view the invention embodies a button having 45 support shown in Figure 12.
Referring now to the drawings wherein like

a head spaced from and permanently mounted
in the base of a tray, a U-shaped wire bracket ex
tended upwardly from the button and having a
spring actuated socket on the lower end for grip
ping the button, and stationary clips positioned
to coact with opposed clips slidably mounted on
the upper end of the wire bracket and adapted to

reference characters denote corresponding parts

the improved price tag or card support of this
50

invention includes a wire bracket having side
bars and which extend upwardly from loops
2 and 3 of a stud gripping Socket having side

bars is and 5, a stud or button 6 for retaining

the support in an upright position, plate or slider
be retained in gripping relation with upper and
base having clips 8 and 9 on the lower end
lower edges of a price card by a thumb nut
threaded on a stud in the upper part of the Sup 55 mounted on the side bars 0 and of the bracket,
an upper slider 20 slidably mounted on the Slider
port.
base 7 and having clips 2 and 22 at the upper
Cther features and advantages of the invention
end, and a thumb nut 23 threaded on a stud 24
will appear from the following description taken
that is mounted in the slider 2 and that extends
in connection. With the drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a front elevational view illustrating
the price card support.
Figure 2 is a side elevational view showing the
support with the base of a tray on which the Sup
port is positioned shown in Section.
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through an opening or slot 25 in the slider base
T.
The clips 2 and 22 are provided on the ends of
arms 26 and 27, respectively, which extend up
wardly from the slider 20 and, as illustrated in

2,679,121

3.

4

Figure 5, aircuate flanges 28 and 29 extended
from the edges of the slider 28 extend around
hubs 33 and 3 , respectively of the slider base it,
whereby the upper slider 28 is slidably mounted

card, or a display card of any suitable type may
be gripped between the clips of the siding mem
bers whereby the card is readily displayed, and
with the card rigidly supported in this manner
it remains in position even though substantially
all products in the tray are removed.

On the Slider case fi.

The stud 2 is is provided with a head 32 that
is positioned in a recess 33 in the knurled nut

It will be understood that other modifications
may be made in the design and arrangement of
mounted in the front plate of the Slidei" 26 with
the parts without departing from the spirit of the
a portion 35 of l'educed diameter extended O invention.
through an opening 35 in the plate and with the
What is claimed is:
end of the pin riveted over forming a head 38.
i. in a price tag Support having a base the

23 and, as illustrated in Figure 5, the stud is

The stud extends through the slot 25 of the slide"

base

aid with the shank of the knurled nut 23

positioned as shown in Figure 5, the parts are
clamped in operative position whereby the clips
on the ends of the sliders are in gripping relation
With a card or price tag as indicated by the nu

5

neral 37.

The upper ends of the side bars
and
of the bracket extend inwardly toward the cein
ter and the ends are secured together with a clip
38 that is Cirian ped in position over the ends.
By this means the slider base and Slide 23
are adjusted vertically until the clips on the ends
are in engagement with upper and lower edges

20
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improveinent comprising Substantially parallel
iai’s extended upWaidy from the base, a lower
slider base having clips on the lower end mounted
on said pairale bai's, an upper slider slidably
inointed on said parallel bai's and having clips
on the upper end, ea Ch of Said siders having an
arcuate fange at each Side thereof, the arcuate
flanges of the lower sider base extending around
the parallel hars and the arcuate flanges of the

tipper sider exterading around the arcuate flanges
of the Wer sider base, the clips on the ends of
the slider's being in opposed relation, a price card

having a keyhole slot therein positioned against

said sliders so that the cis Oan said siders will
grip the lipper and lowei edges of the said price
of the card, such as a card 3", and with the clips
?cal's respectively, and inea is claxaping the slider
extended over the edges of the card the thumb
nut 23 is tightened whereby the parts are
in adjusted positions on the parallie as of Said
clamped in assenbled relation with the card held 30 support, said lower sider gase having a iongi
therein and with the sliders clamped in position
tudinally exieriding slot therein, and said clamp
ing meansingiuding a stud having a head there
on the upper part of the bracket.
on Cairied by said upper slider and extended
The button 6, illustrated in Figure 6 is riveted
through the slot in said lower sider base and a,
With a shank 33 and a pin 4 extended from the
thuin) ratt threaded on the stud and positioned
shank is riveted over to provide a head 3 by
to gain the sliders against the head of the stud
which the button is secured in a bottorn 42 of a
and through the keyhole slot, in Said price card.
tray or the like.
2. In a price tag Support, having a base the
In the design shown in Figure 7, a button 43 is
Secured to a botton & 4 of a tray or the like With 40 improverneint cornprising wires positioned to form
a U-shaped socket with offset Sections in the
a screw 45 and in the design shown in Figure 8,
sides and oppositely positioned U-shaped sec
a button 46 is secured to a panel 4 of a tray or
tions extended from the sides of the SocketS, sub
the like by a bolt, 88 which extends through the
startially parallel bai's extended upwardly from
button and which is secured in position with a
said U-shaped sections at the Sides of the socket,
nut 49.
a lower slider base having arcuate flanges on the
In the design shown in Figures 11 and 12 the
vertical edges positioned against the parailel bars
nut 23 and stud 23 are replaced with a knurled
With the fanges extended around the bars, an
nut 5 and a stud 5, the Stud 5 having a flat,
upper slider also iraving arctate fia:ges on the
portion 53 and being provided with a head 52
vertical edges positioned against the lower slider
which is positioned on the outer surface of a
base and with the airculate flanges extended
card 54 as shown in Figure 12.
around the arciate fiages of the lower slider
The device shown in Figure 11 is provided with
hase, slidably in ounting the upper slider on the
a plate 55 having fanges 56 and 5 that extend
lower sider base, said slider and sider base
around side bars 58 and 59, respectively of a
having opposed card retaining clips on the lower
bracket, Sinilar to the side bars and of the
former bracket and the lower part of the plate 53 55 and upper edges thereof, respectively, said lower
slider having a longitudinally extending slot
is provided with a tab 60 which extends over the
therein, a stud having a head thereon carried by
lower edge of the price card 54.
the upper side and extended through the slot
The head 52 of the stud 5 is positioned in a
in the lower slider and a thumb nut threaded on
keyhole slot 6 in the face of the card 54 and
the head and fange coact with the clip 60 to 60 said stud to clamp the siders together to hold
the same in assembled relation to each other on
retain the card 54 in position.
said parallel bars.
The button : , may also be provided with an

elongated head, as indicated by the numeral 62,
and as shown in Figure 9 and the head is pro
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